
...Questo non è solo 
un prodotto

(...This is not just a product)

OPEN SPACE PANEL SYSTEM



The first Italian global brand in the office design field.
Me.Work is the brainchild of Lapo Nicoletti to spread the 
“Made of Italy” image as a global concept.

The Italian Brand that since 1982; had been a major consultant 
over a number of manufacturing components. Me.Work goes 
beyond Italian made. It is a concept in which all shareholders 
can be involved and identified through the product.

The phrase “Made of Italy” does not only represent our 
product’s origin; but also our commitment and tradition behind 
every product.

MeWork



ME.OS

MeOs is the concept whereby privacy needs meets communication. 
MeOs is a self standing panel system characterized by continuously straight and corner 
lines, which can be easily combined and integrated with all MeWork products in creating 
open areas and comfortable workstations. 
Configurable with many shapes and finishing, its innovative engineering systems allows 
for more levels to be added and elevated to deliver a dynamic and efficient solution for all 
evolving office spaces. 
Me.Space panels and upholsteries are the finishing touches to be added onto the MeOs; 
and is available in many colors and materials to be personalized.OPEN SPACE PANEL SYSTEM











www.mework-office.com

Follow US Online



All the models in MeWork collection, by merit of their artistic And technological content and 
particular creative character, are protected by copyright, a legal institution that is universally 
recognised and safeguarded.

www.paoloscagnellato.com

www.emanuelebertolini.com

www.jeremiahferrarese.com

MeWork Design Team Awards



ITALY
Via dell’ Artigianato, 68 | 40050

Calderino di Monte San Pietro (BO) Italy
www.mework-office.com | info@mework-office.com

OMAN
Al Khuwair Business Center

P.O. Box 638 Muscat
Oman

info@mework-office.com

MALAYSIA
No. 22225, Jalan Bukit Kemuning Batu 7, Bukit 

Kemuning, Selangor, 40460 Shah Alam, Malaysia
kenli.mun@mework-office.com

info@mework-office.com

MEXICO
Bernardo Reyes 5690

Col. Ferrocarrilera
Monterrey, Nuevo Leon

64250 - Mexico
jorge.rodriguez@mework-office.com

info@mework-office.com

AUSTRALIA
97 Greville street

Chatswood
NSW 2067
Australia

peter.mccutcheon@mework-office.com
info@mework-office.com
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www.marziadirosa.com


